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Abstract. Composite field arithmetic is known as an alternative method
for lookup tables in implementation of S-box block of AES algorithm. The
idea is to breakdown the computations to lower order fields and compute
the inverse there. Recently this idea have been used both for reducing the
area in implementation of S-boxes and masking implementations of AES
algorithm. The most compact design using this technique is presented by
Canright using only 92 gates for an S-box block. In another approach,
IAIK laboratory has presented a masked implementation of AES algo-
rithm with higher security comparing common masking methods using
Composite field arithmetic. Our work in this paper is to use basic ideas
of the two approaches above to get a compact masked S-box. We shall use
the idea of masking inversion of IAIK’s masked S-box but we will rewrite
the equations using normal basis. We arrange the terms in these equations
in a way that the optimized functions in Canright’s compact S-box can be
used for our design. An implementation of IAIK’s masked S-box is also
presented using Canright’s polynomial functions to have a fair compari-
son between our design and IAIK’s design. Moreover, we show that this
design which uses two special normal basis for GF (16) and GF (4) is the
smallest. We shall also prove the security of this design using some lemmas.

Keywords: Composite field arithmetic, AES, Masking, Side-Channel
Attack.

1 Introduction

Although some of encryption algorithms are proven to be computationally se-
cure, but implementation of these algorithms may cause some deficiencies. In-
formation leakage which exists in various forms (power leakage, electro-magnetic
leakage, etc.) opens the way to access the secret values of the algorithm. Among
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them, power-analysis attacks are of great interest since they are proven to be
able to break any implementation [5]. Different approaches are made to solve
the vulnerability problem. Noise addition and toggle generators are examples of
such efforts but they are area consuming and not secure [16].

Masking is another approach in which the input data and all other compu-
tations are to be masked with a random number. The masking should be in a
way that the output data can be recovered easily and mask can be removed.
Different ways of masking are proposed until now. For example of previously
masked S-box designs see [1]. Multiplicative and additive masks are two main
techniques of masking. Though multiplicative masks are easier for computations
but they are vulnerable to attacks called zero-value attacks [3]. On the other
hand additive masks are harder to implement mostly because of the inversion
block of the S-box algorithm. In [11] a new way of implementation is presented
base on some previous approaches. Composite field arithmetic is the main idea
of this design, namely IAIK’s design, in which computation of inverse is bro-
ken into computation of inverse in lower order fields. All computations are done
securely so that no where in the design an unmasked data is generated.

Another parallel work is to minimize the implementation of the AES [10]
algorithm. [9] is an example of such efforts. In [2] Canright has presented a very
compact S-box using composite field arithmetic. The author there, has shown
that the design is the most compact one using field arithmetic. One might think
of mixing these two ideas to get the most compact masked S-box.

Our work in this paper is to use basic ideas of [2,11] to get the smallest
masked S-box. We shall use the idea of masking inversion of IAIK’s masked S-
box but we will rewrite the equations using normal basis. We arrange the terms
in these equations in a way that the optimized functions in Canright’s compact
S-box can be used for our design. An implementation of IAIK’s masked S-box is
also presented using Canright’s polynomial functions to have a fair comparison
between these two designs and we show that our design is better. Moreover, we
show that this design which uses two special normal basis for GF (16) and GF (4)
is the smallest using composite field arithmetic. We shall also prove the security
of this design using lemmas presented in [11].

The rest of the paper is as follows: in Section 2 the Canright’s design will
be described in detail. The mathematical background needed for the rest of
the paper will be presented in this section too. Section 3 illustrates the IAIK’s
design. In Section 4, our design is presented in detail. We prove that this design
is the smallest. The security is also discussed in this part and the synthesis
result is presented in the end comparing with the IAIK’s design. Section 5 is the
conclusions and future work discussion.

2 Compact S-Box Implementation Using Composite
Field Arithmetic

In [2] Canright has presented a compact S-box implementation using composite
field arithmetic. This is done using different strategies and tricks which will be
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discussed later in this section, but first we will have an overview of the steps
made for computing S-box using composite fields. The author has completely
described the mathematical background needed for understanding the paper.
It is best for reader to refer to that paper whenever needed. But due to new
approaches made in this paper, some new mathematical topics are introduced
and some topics which were discussed earlier in Canright’s paper are discussed
from another point of view.

2.1 Mapping from GF (28) to GF (22) × GF (22) × GF (22) × GF (22)

For mapping an element a from GF (28) to a pair of GF (24) elements such
as (a1, a2) there are different solutions. But the mapping should satisfy some
characteristics. For better description and understand of these characteristics
we first take a look to some field theory basics [4]. Some parts may seems hard
to understand or irrelevant to the reader but the authors thought they would be
necessary for a better underhand of the concept specially for those who want to
continue this work.

Any finite field GF (pn) has some subfields of the form GF (pm) for any m < n.
we say of the form, because the subfield does not exactly has the same elements
with same labels (the element {10101011} may represent an element of the sub-
field of GF (28) of the form GF (24) which can not be considered directly as an
element of GF (24)). Thus, one has to find a way to show the equivalency of two
fields. In Algebra this is done by a function called isomorphism. Isomorphism,
regardless of the structure it is defined for, is a one to one and onto mapping
from one structure to another which keeps the characteristics of the operators;
most of the time this means that the mapping is a liner mapping but some-
times more conditions are applied. The conditions for a field isomorphism are as
follows:

ϕ(x + y) = ϕ(x) + ϕ(y) (1) ϕ(x.y) = ϕ(x).ϕ(y) (2) ϕ(1) = 1 (3)

On the other hand, it is proven in finite field theory that the multiplicative
group of the GF (pn) is a cyclic one, which means that it is generated by a single
element. Such an element, namely g, is of order of m = pn − 1 (The order of
an element g in a finite field is an integer m for which gm = 1). We also know
that the order of an element x = gk is equal to m/(m, k) in which (m, k) is the
greatest common divisor of k and m. Thus we can easily find some elements
which are generators of such subfields. Any element of the order pk − 1 is a
generator for a subfield of order pk. For example, if we find g as an element in
GF (28) which is a generator of its cyclic group, then g17 and all other powers
of g have 17 as their gcd (great common devisor) with 255 can be assumed as
generators of subfields of the form GF (24).

The next step would be easy then; we find an element in GF (28) which is a
generator of its multiplicative group; we use its 17th power as a new generator
and we write down all elements generated by this new element; we add 0 to them
and the new set is a field of the form GF (24) with multiplication and addition
defined for GF (28) (the elements of subfield are also elements of the main field).
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This subfield is a starting point for us to define the mapping between elements
of GF (28) and pairs of elements of GF (24). Finding the element g can be done
by try and error but it is needed to be found once.

We call this subfield S and we use F for GF (28) for simplicity; also GF (24)
is denoted by F ′. We indicate the elements of F (and obviously S) by lower case
bold fonts and the elements of F ′ by lower case normal fonts. Up to now we have
S as a subfield of F which we know that S is isomorphic to F ′. The next step
is defining addition and multiplication on F ′ × F ′. Since any element in F ′ × F ′

is defined by a (a1, a2) then addition is defined in the natural way; any element
of the pair is added to the same in the other pair. Defining multiplication is
somehow different though and this is where S comes to use. Although F and S
are fields over GF (2) themselves, but F can be assumed as a vector space on
S and thus any element of F can be written in the form of xa + yb where x
and y are various elements of S and a and b are two fixed elements of F which
are called a basis for F . Obviously not every two elements can be used as basis
(for example a and b can not be elements of S itself, otherwise the generated
elements are all in S and do not cover the whole F ). Having this basis means
any element of F can be written in the form of xa + yb and knowing that a and
b are fixed elements gives the (x,y) representation of all elements of F . From
vector space mathematics we also know that this representation is unique. Now,
having any element of F in the form (x,y), multiplication is defined very easily.

(ax1 + by1)(ax2 + by2) = a2x1x2 + b2y1y2 + ab(x2y1 + x1y2) (4)

It is easy now to show that all the conditions for an isomorphism between F
and S × S hold. We omit these further computations for not loosing the main
concept.

Next, if there exists a polynomial in the form of x2 + x + ν for which a and
b are roots of the polynomial, then we have ab = ν and a + b = 1 which means
a2 + b2 = 1 then this multiplication can be written again of the form x′a + y′b.
Note that the assumption of the coefficient of x to be 1 does not have any effect
on the choices we have for the roots. In fact if the coefficient is not equal to
1 the mapping can be changed in a way that a different polynomial with the
coefficient 1 has the same roots. The reason we insist on a + b = 1 is that it
helps so much in the next computations.

It can be shown that the multiplication defined above is “good” enough as a
field multiplication; which means it satisfies the characteristics needed for field
multiplication. More, It can be shown that polynomial x2 + x + ν which is irre-
ducible in S (and thus its roots are in F ) can be used for making a new basis. The
new basis is then can be defined in different ways. Three choices are available;
(a,1), (b,1) and (a,b) can all be considered as bases. The first two are named
polynomial basis for the fact that computations can be done in this case easily
considering any element of F in the form s1x + s2 and s1x2 + s2, and computing
addition and multiplication by polynomial addition and multiplication modula
the irreducible polynomial defined above. The last one is called normal basis for
the summation of the basis is equal to one.
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As for now, the following steps are made:

1. Find the generator element of the multiplicative group of F
2. Consider some special powers of that element and generate S
3. Find some irreducible polynomial of the form x2 + x + ν with ν in S and

find its roots a and b.
4. Choose either of the bases possible and write down all elements with the new

basis, all xa + yb for x and y elements of S for normal basis as an example,
and get the mapping of F to pairs of S elements.

What is remained is the mapping of the elements of S to the elements of
GF (24) for getting rid of the elements of the form of GF (28). After that we
have any element of F represented in the form of (a,b) and the computations
can be done choosing either basis type.

The element chosen as the generator of subfield and the irreducible polyno-
mial are the degrees of freedom for finding the mapping. One may think of the
mapping of S and GF (24) as another option, but normally this does not affect
the whole result and changing this gives one of the other existing mappings using
another S.

The same process can be done for GF (24) and GF (22). Altogether these
mappings can be considered as an 8∗8 matrix applied to any 8 bit element which
gives another 8 bit, which in fact in four 2-bit numbers. After computations done
in lower fields the inverse mapping should be applied to get back to GF (28). This
inverse mapping matrix can be mixed with the S-box affine transform matrix
for optimization. There exist 432 cases considering all possible cases for the
generator, polynomial and basis chosen and the one which gives the smallest
matrix is selected between them as the explained in [2].

2.2 Inverse Computation Using Composite Fields

For any element of the form (x, y) with x and y in GF (24) the inverse can be
computed using some computations in GF (24). What will be seen next shows
that the computation of such an element leads to a computation of inverse of
a GF (24) element and some additions and multiplications in GF (24) and this
is the idea of using composite fields for computation of the inverse. In [2] the
author has discussed this in detail. The general concept of such computations is
given below.

For normal basis we have:

(a1, a0)−1 = (d−1a0, d
−1a1) (5)

in which
d = (a2

1 + a2
0)ν + a1a0 (6)

And for polynomial basis:

(a1, a0)−1 = (d−1a1, d
−1(a1 + a0)) (7)
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in which
d = a2

1ν + a1a0 + a2
0 (8)

The author then has broken the computations in different parts and has used
some alternative computations for some blocks. The gates needed for each case
considering the basis and field (GF (24) or GF (22)) is discussed and some further
optimizations are applied at last. What is finally concluded is that, using normal
basis gives a better result. It is worth to mention that the final design is presented
using only 2 or 3 input AND, OR, XOR and XNOR gates.

3 Masked Inversion Using Composite Field Arithmetic

Masking methods are of great interest of cryptologists who work on Power Analy-
sis attacks. The idea of masking is combining the input A with a random number
M and do all the followed computations in a way that no part of unmasked data
is available anywhere in the process. The result should be the S-box of A mixed
with a function of M such that A can be obtained easily and the mask can be
removed.

Although S-box computation of a multiplicative masked data (AM) is easy
(the inverse which is the most difficult part of S-box to implement is easy to
compute for a multiplication) but these masks are vulnerable to attacks which
is so called zero-value attacks [3] as described before. The most natural way of
defining the mask is addition masks which are somehow difficult to compute.
The A + M input is given to the inverse and the A−1 + F (A, M) should be the
result. In [11] a new way for doing this using composite field arithmetic have
been presented. We now take a short look at what they have done.

First it is assumed that the mapping from GF (28) to GF (24) is done and the
input 8-bit value am = a + m is mapped to some ahmx + alm and the mask m
is mapped to mhx + ml. We are to find the a−1

h and a−1
l (the inverses of ah and

al having only ahm, alm, mh and ml). the computations comes as follows:

a−1
h = d−1ah = d−1(ahm + mh) (9)

dmh = d + mh = a2
hv + ahal + a2

l

= (ahm + mh)2v + (ahm + mh)(alm + ml) + (alm + ml)2

= a2
hmv + m2

hv + ahmalm + ahmml + almmh + mhml + a2
lm + m2

l

(10)

dmh = d + mh can be given to the next part and d−1 + mh is obtained using
GF (22) arithmetic. having d−1 + mh we have:

a−1
h + mh = d−1(ahm + mh) + mh

= (d−1 + mh)(ahm + mh) + mh + mhahm + m2
h

(11)

Some points are noticeable in these computations. First, as an optimization
point, some computations can be done more easily. For example there is no need
to compute a2

hm first and then scaling it by ν. Next point is security of these
computations. Authors of the paper have presented some lemmas which show
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Fig. 1. IAIK’s design for masked AES S-box block diagram [12] (i16 is corrected com-
paring to the original figure)

that each term computed above is secure. The problem shows where summation
of some terms leads to omission of the additive mask. For example almmh +
ahmml = almh +mlmh + ahml +mhml. If this term is added by the mhml then
what is remained has no additive mask and the terms remained are vulnerable to
zero-value attack. One may think of adding two other terms but this happens in
at least two additions regardless of the way terms are added. Thus authors have
suggested the addition of a 4 bit fresh mask which to be applied at the beginning
of these computations and to be removed before going to the next step. The block
diagram of their design is shown in Figure 1. In [12] an implementation of their
design added together with some other designs are presented. The comparison of
the results show that this design is the smallest secure design among the others.

4 Compact Masked S-Box

4.1 Design Idea

We first take a look to the weaknesses of the design presented in [11]. First
of all it uses polynomial basis which probably is not the best case for small
area designs. Although area usage is almost the same for most of the blocks
in a GF (28) inverter including multiplication and GF (24) inversion due to [2],
but there are some differences when different basis are used. In a simple design
without any masking as Canright has established in [2] the total amount of
gate used without mappings and inverse mappings is nearly the same for normal
basis and polynomial basis. But this is not necessarily true for our design because
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different equations are used and number of scalings and square-scalings are dif-
ferent comparing with Canright’s design. Next the mapping used in [11] is not
the most efficient mapping which probably would be. Considering the facts that
area usage varies a lot when mappings and inverse mappings are changed, and
the mappings presented in [2] are well optimized, this can play a great role in
the area usage reduction. As a next point to notice, the affine matrix is not
mixed with the inverse mapping matrix in the design of [11]. These two sepa-
rate matrixes surely waste area while in Canright’s design the two matrixes are
mixed and optimized. As another important point to mention, the mappings in
[11] is done in two steps: one from GF (28) to GF (24) at the beginning of the
process, and the other one from GF (24) to GF (22) at the beginning of every
GF (24) block and its inverse mapping. However the design idea on [2] is done
in a way that just one mapping and one inverse mapping is needed. Finally no
more optimizations in area have been done in [11].

The weaknesses discussed above, all gives the idea of implementing the masked
IAIK’s S-box by the strategies used in Canright’s compact S-box in hope of get-
ting a noticeable reduction in area. The first part of this section will explore this
idea. We shall rewrite the equations needed for computing the masked inversion
of a GF (28) element in normal basis. We try to do this in a way that there be no
need to have new functions defined for normal basis. This helps us in conclusion
part which we claim that our design is the smallest.

The main part of the design which should be replaced is the composite field
arithmetic which is done in polynomial basis in IAIK’s design. We shall change
the computation of masked inverse to normal basis in a way that the security
of calculations do not damage while using Canright’s normal basis optimized
functions. At very first, as described before, we have:

(ah, al) = (d−1al, d
−1ah) (12)

where
d = (a2

h + a2
l )v + ahal (13)

For a masked input we have:

ahm = ah + mh

alm = al + ml
(14)

The next equations comes as follows:

a−1
h + mh = (d−1al) + mh

= (d−1 + mh)(al + ml) + d−1ml + almh + mhml + mh

= dimhalm + (d−1 + mh)ml + mlmh + (al + ml)mh + mlmh

+mhml + mh = dpmhalm + dpmhml + almmh + mhml + mh

(15)

where
dpmh = d−1 + mh (16)
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also for d we have:

dmh = d + mh = (a2
h + a2

l )v + ahal + mh

= (a2
hm + m2

h + a2
lm + m2

l )v + ahmalm + mhml + ahmml + almmh + mh

= SQSC(ahm, alm) + ahmalm + SQSC(mh, ml) + mhml + ahmml + almmh + mh

(17)

where SQSC(x, y) is the square-scale of x and y.
Thus all equations is written by ahm, alm, mh and ml. also the function

SQSC(x, y) + xy is easily optimized in [2]. Since there are shared parts in
multiplication the shared factors can be computed and save the area for other
multiplications.

For al we have:
a−1

l + ml = d−1ah + ml (18)

So some changes should be made for computation of a−1
l + ml

Defining
diml = dimh + mh + ml = d−1 + ml (19)

we have
a−1

l + ml = dimlahm + dimlmh + ahmml + mhml + ml (20)

As described above a fresh mask is here needed too. Combining the above
results with the fresh mask leads to the following equations:

f = ahmml (21)

g = almmh (22)

c = SQSC(ahm, alm) + almahm + fm (23)

e = SQSC(mh, ml) + mlmhdmh (24)

dmh = (c + e) + (f + g + mh + fm) (25)

And
i = mhml (26)

i2 = ahmdml (27)

i3 = mhdml (28)

i4 = almdmh (29)

i5 = mldmh (30)

Which gives the final result as:

a−1
l + ml = (i2 + i3 + fm) + (f + i + ml + fm) (31)

a−1
h + mh = (i4 + i5 + fm) + (g + i + mh + fm) (32)

Similar equations exist for computing the masked inverse in GF (22) and their
reputation is not necessary anymore.
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Next we go through the mapping and inverse mapping functions. If we assume
the mapping function as the matrix X and the affine transformation as αA + β
then as suggested in [2], X−1 is combined with the matrix for optimization. For
a non-masked input we have:

(1) AX
(2) AX → (AX)−1 → X−1A−1

(3) αX(X−1A−1) + β = αA−1 + β = Sbox(A)

The calculations for a masked-data are changed as follows:

(1) (A + M)X = AX + MX
(2) AX + MX → (AX)−1 + MX → X−1A−1 + MX
(3) αX(X−1A−1 +MX)+β = αXX−1A−1 +β +αXMX = Sbox(A)+αXMX

As it can be seen, the final result consists of the S-box of input added by a
function of the random mask. This part can be removed by a separate mask
removal generator part which generates the XMX . Thus our method does not
disturb the process of computing the rest of the AES algorithm and our goal is
achieved.

4.2 Security Discussion

For security discussion we use the lemmas presented in [11]. These lemmas en-
sures that the design is resistant to simple DPA attacks without any need for
real world implementation of the design. The lemmas are listed below. For a
proof of each lemma one can refer to the main paper.

Lemma 1. Let a an element of GF (2n) be arbitrary. Let m uniformly be dis-
tributed in GF (2n) and independent of a. Then the distribution of a + m is
independent of a.

Lemma 2. Let a, b elements of GF (2n) be arbitraries. Let ma, mb be inde-
pendently and uniformly distributed in GF (2n). Then the distribution of (a +
ma)(b + mb) is independent of a and b.

Lemma 3. Let a be an element of GF (2n) be arbitrary. Let ma, mb be indepen-
dently and uniformly distributed in GF (2n). Then the distribution of (a+ma)mb

is independent of a.

Lemma 4. Let a an element of GF (2n) be arbitrary and p a constant. Let ma

be independently and uniformly distributed in GF (2n). Then, the distribution
of (a + ma)2 and (a + ma)2p is independent of a.

Lemma 5. Let ai elements of GF (2n) be arbitraries and M be independent of
all ai and uniformly distributed in GF (2n). Then the distribution of

∑
ai + M

is (pairwise) independent of ai.

Lemmas 1, 2 and 3 ensure the security of equations 21,22 and 26-30. 23 is secure
due to lemma 5. 25, 31 and 32 are secure due to their final result which is the
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masked output. Equation 24 is of no question because it combines some masks
with each other.

4.3 Comparing the Results

Figure 2 gives a block diagram of our design. The additions and multiplications
are all implemented in GF (4) as given in [2]. The big gray boxes are optimized
more as Canright has suggested in [2]. But at very first, as a comparison between
polynomial basis and normal basis we ignore these optimizations. Thus the mhml

computation needs not to be computed in the second part of the figure since
SQSC(mh, ml) + mhml box is omitted and thus mhml is available. We will use
Canright optimized polynomial functions in block diagram of IAIK’s design to
show that using normal basis leads to a better result and compactness of our
design in not just a result of good mapping and some further optimizations.
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Fig. 2. Our compact masked AES S-box block diagram

As it is clear of the figures, 5 two-input addition, 9 three-input additions,
8 multiplications and 2 square-scaling blocks are used in normal basis block
diagram. On the other hand it consumes 24 two-input additions, 8 two-input
multiplications, 2 square-scaling and 2 scaling blocks. For polynomial basis, as-
suming any three-input addition as two 2-input additions, we have 23 additions,
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8 multiplications and 2 square-scalings in normal basis while it is 24 additions,
8 multiplications, 2 square-scalings and 2 scalings for the polynomial basis. We
shall prove shortly that our design based on normal basis is better; moreover we
show this can be the most compact one using this technique. We use results of
gate counting of Canright to do so. One can study [2] for detailed discussion.

Multiplications in GF (16) use same amount of gates for either basis chosen in
GF (4); Square-scalings in GF (16) differ in at most 3 2XOR gates due to what
it is chosen for basis; Scalings in GF (16) use same amount of gates (2 + 2 = 4
2XOR gates) for either type of basis; Squaring is free in GF (4) for normal basis
while square-scaling is free for polynomial basis in the same field.

Thus if polynomial basis is chosen for GF (16) we have a minimum of 4+4−3 =
5 more gates (4 for addition, 4 for scalings and 3 for possible gate reduction using
normal basis for GF (16) SQSC box). Choosing polynomial basis in GF (4) also
causes 2 + 2 = 4 more gates at least ensuring us that normal basis in better for
masked inversion computation (note that this is not surely true if we were to
compute inversion itself without any mask computations). On the other hand
choosing different normal basis does not affect the number of gates so much.
Square-scaling is the most differing part which gives little variance (3 XOR
gates) in the number of the gates. So what can be seen is using different basis
doesn’t affect number of gates so much (However the little difference exist is
good for us!). So the mapping chosen can play a great role in the area used for
the total design. As it is illustrated in [2] the mapping presented is the best
mapping can be. From the above discussion we can say that our design is the
most compact one using this technique for masked s-box computation.

Table 1. Synthesis results of the design
presented in [11]

Cell Library References Total Area
IV1N0 scl05u 8 × 3 25 gates
IV1N1 scl05u 1 × 3 3 gates
ND2N0 scl05u 9 × 5 41 gates
NR2R0 scl05u 140 × 5 630 gates
NR2R1 scl05u 11 × 5 52 gates
XN2R0 scl05u 68 × 5 333 gates
XN2R1 scl05u 9 × 5 46 gates
XN2R2 scl05u 5 × 5 27 gates
XN3R0 scl05u 54 × 7 367 gates
XN3R1 scl05u 3 × 7 21 gates
XR2T0 scl05u 25 × 5 123 gates
XR2T1 scl05u 2 × 5 10 gates
XR2T2 scl05u 1 × 5 5 gates
XR3T0 scl05u 57 × 7 388 gates
XR3T1 scl05u 8 × 7 56 gates
XR3T2 scl05u 2 × 7 14 gates
Total no. of gates 2140
Total no. of instances 403

Table 2. Synthesis results of our com-
pact masked design

Cell Library References Total Area
IV1N0 scl05u 16 × 3 50 gates
ND2N0 scl05u 23 × 5 104 gates
NR2R0 scl05u 78 × 5 351 gates
NR2R1 scl05u 5 × 5 24 gates
XN2R0 scl05u 76 × 5 372 gates
XN2R1 scl05u 4 × 5 20 gates
XN3R0 scl05u 30 × 7 204 gates
XN3R1 scl05u 2 × 7 14 gates
XR2T0 scl05u 22 × 5 108 gates
XR2T1 scl05u 2 × 5 10 gates
XR3T0 scl05u 44 × 7 299 gates
XR3T1 scl05u 3 × 7 21 gates

Total no. of gates 1577
Total no. of instances 305
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Overall, we applied the further optimizations in [2] on our design and we
checked our design with the IAIK’s design using Leonardo Spectrum Synthesis
tool. The following two tables present the synthesis results of our design and
IAIK’s design using Leonardo Spectrum 2004’s ASIC library.

The better result is obvious. More the result is even comparable with the one
in [9] which is designed for non-masked s-box.

5 Conclusions and Future Works

In this paper we presented a masked S-box based on the composite field arith-
metic. We mixed the ideas of [11] which has presented a masked S-box with
composite field arithmetic and the design of [2] which is the smallest unmasked
S-box using composite fields. We rewrote the equations of [11] with the basis
and mapping presented in [2]. We checked this design with the one presented
in [11] and we showed our design is smaller. We also showed that this design
is smaller of any design using composite field arithmetic technique for masking.
Finally we proved our design to be secure against simple side channel attacks
using mathematical statements presented in [11].

There are some previous works done in designing compact masked S-box. In [15]
the authors have presented an ASIC implementation of AES algorithm. They have
used a method similar to Canright’s method with polynomial basis. Though the
design presented is smaller than our design (1556 gates comparing to 1577 in our
design), but they have used gate level masking as one of their major techniques.
As shown in [6] if the input arrival times of the gates of a masked gate be different,
then there would be information leakage and masking would be useless. Since there
is always delay between the input arrival times in real world implementation, thus
gate masking appears to be insecure. However, our design is only based on masking
at algorithm level and thus is safe. In fact, if our technique where used for the [15]
a very better result would be archived due to the basis used.

In [7] it has been shown that there is a correlation between the number of
transitions in the circuit and the unmasked input data for a chip designed using
the IAIK’s masking technique. They also have pinpointed the location of circuit
which causes this correlation and they have claimed that the XOR gates of
the masked multipliers produce the problem [8]. As a future work, we are to
implement this design and see how good it is against the toggle count attack
mentioned above. A new solution for implementing the design in a way that the
correlation does not exist anymore is needed.
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